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The object of the game of ice hockey is to score more goals than the opposing team. Goaltenders and
defencemen are concerned primarily with keeping the other team from scoring a goal, while forwards are
primarily concerned with scoring goals on the other team. Forwards also have to be defensively responsible
while defencemen need to press offensively, and it is not unknown for goalies to attempt to position the puck
for a counterattack, or even attempt to shoot against an unguarded net. For a goal to be scored, the puck must
entirely cross the goal line between the posts and under the crossbar of the goal frame. A goal is not allowed
under any of the following conditions: Additionally, in many leagues, a goal does not count if a player from
the attacking team has a skate or stick in the goal crease before the puck. Credit for goals and assists[ edit ]
Typically, the last player on the goal-scoring team to touch the puck before it goes into the net is credited with
scoring that goal. Zero, one, or two other players on the goal-scoring team may also credited with an assist for
helping their teammate to score the goal. If another player on the goal-scoring team touched the puck to help
score the goal before the goal-scoring player touched it without an opposing player intervening touching the
puck in between , then that player gets an assist. If yet another player on the goal-scoring team also touched
the puck before that without an opposing player intervening, then that player also gets an assist. However, a
rule says that only one point can be credited to any one player on a goal scored. It also means that one player
cannot be credited with two assists for the same goal scored; instead the player would only get credit for one
assist and a different player may get credit for the other assist, if applicable. Usually on a hockey team,
forwards score the most goals and get the most points, although defensemen can score goals and often get
assists. In professional play, goaltenders only occasionally get an assist, and only very rarely score a goal
when the opposite net is empty without a goaltender. Scoring statistics[ edit ] The number of goals scored is a
closely watched statistic. The trophy is named after Maurice Richard , the first player to score 50 goals in a
season, at a time when the NHL regular season was only 50 games compared to 82 today. The overall amount
of goal scoring is also closely watched. In recent years, goal scoring has decreased. Many believe the game is
less entertaining because of this, and blame the change on the increasing size of goaltending equipment and
the advent of defensive systems such as the neutral zone trap. Fans of defensive hockey counter by saying the
high scoring of the s was an anomaly, and this shift represents a return to the norm. For the American Hockey
League season, four major rule changes were made that were intended to increase the scoring in games and
make it more popular among casual fans: Types of goals[ edit ] There are a number of different types of goals
for which separate statistics are kept, but all count equally: An even strength goal is a goal scored when both
teams have the same number of players on the ice. A game-winning goal GWG is the goal scored to put the
winning team in the lead, e. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. April Learn how and when
to remove this template message The goal judge is an official positioned off ice behind each goal for the
specific purpose of indicating when the puck has crossed the goal line and entered the goal. For arenas so
equipped, the goal judge turns on a red light behind the goal when they see the puck cross the goal line. As in
all matters, however, the referee retains final authority and can override the opinion of the goal judge. Other
phrases include a garbage goal, for a goal scored more as the result of luck or opportunism than skill, and a
breakaway goal for a goal scored when a player has gotten behind the defenders to face the goaltender alone.
The two teammates of the scorer who last touched the puck before them, provided that no opponent touched it
in between, are each credited with an assist. When a player scores three goals in a game it is known as a hat
trick. If they score their goals consecutively, it becomes known as a natural hat trick. A Gordie Howe hat trick
occurs when a player scores a goal, gets an assist, and gets in a fight. Any puck heading towards the net is
counted as a shot. When the goalie prevents the shot from entering the net, they are credited with a save. Shots
resulting in saves by the goaltender or goals scored are considered shots on goal or shots on net. A shot which
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is blocked by an opposing player before it reaches the goalie is not considered a shot on net. Also, if the puck
is deflected wide of the net by another player regardless of team it is not counted as a shot on net. December
Learn how and when to remove this template message Ice hockey is one of the few sports along with box
lacrosse or indoor soccer in which an air horn, car horn, train horn, foghorn, or siren is used to celebrate a
goal. In every NHL arena, the horn blares after each home team goal. This has been a trend since the s, when
the Chicago Blackhawks installed one. The only exception to this rule is during the NHL All-Star Game ,
where the role of that sound is expanded to cover every goal scored, and that the horn only sounds once. The
horns are different depending on the teams, some even have sound effects such as an alarm or the foghorn of a
ship, or both combined, for the Washington Capitals and the Anaheim Ducks. Also, during the Stanley Cup
playoffs , the Edmonton Oilers added a second set of horns to the original horn for the second round. The
reason was for that the Oilers had sold out games and the noise level was so loud, that the original horn was
getting drowned out by the crowd. The result was a very loud horn used for the rest of the playoffs. Along
with the horn, it is accompanied by a goal song. Most arenas play sections of the song where the crowd can
"sing" along or repeat. If the home team wins, the goal horn will also sound at the conclusion of the game,
instead of the normal period end horn, with some exceptions, such as the Bruins using their normal period end
siren after a win and then followed by " Dirty Water " by The Standells.
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Along the way, with the help of my great teammates I was able to find the net a D3 season All time record
times. It was pretty special, here are a few tips that I think can help you. Scoring goals at the highest levels can
appear easier than it really is, some guys are physically gifted and unbelievable athletes but still struggle to get
the ball in the back of the net. Because goal scoring in a sense is an artâ€¦here are my 5 tips to becoming a
better goal scorer: Move Your Feet, develop IQ. Too often I see younger kids either in a game, practice or
even getting extra reps on their own standing still. Very seldom in a game do you get the opportunity to stand
still in a game and benefit from it. In order to maximize your shot count, you have to move, and move with
intelligence! With or without the ball, you will not be successful without constant movement. Just by simply
moving around the offensive zone, you will start to find yourself getting a lot more shots in a game. As you
progress, you will realize how little, precise movements are all you need to evolve your game. Play with both
hands; always release the top hand away from your body to create power and quickness. I feel the best coaches
do a great job of letting their players play. Too often kids fear being creative, thinking they could get pulled. I
am NOT encouraging players to go rogue just to try and score goals, but think outside the box. Shoot from
different planes, with different hand positions, behind the back, with both hands etc. Practice is a great time to
work on this to get a feel for whether or not it will be effective. Give yourself and your team the ability to keep
the possession alive. No one in the world has still skills good enough to stop working on them, and everyone
can always improve their stick skills. Specifically, catchingâ€¦work very hard on your catching. If you get a
bad pass near the goal and you miss it? Ultimately, if you have a great stick, you can likely guarantee you will
catch every ball, shoot from any angle, and you will develop the confidence needed to take risks on the field
that put you in the best possible position to score. My point here is mostly technical skill wise, but also make
sure your lacrosse stick is completely dialed in to suit your game, the more confidence you have in your stick
the better you will play. Again, I am not encouraging reckless play just to get your shot count up, but often
times I see players shy away from a great goal scoring opportunity. Easy fix to both of those reasons. A Watch
film, of both yourself and others, see what your missing and try and get a better understanding for when
exactly to exploit a defense. This leads me to my last and most important tip. Have Fun Lacrosse is the
greatest game on the planet. It is easy to get caught up with all the distractions in our sport such as getting
recruited, which club team to play for, etcâ€¦ At the end of the day you are playing the sport you love for a
reason, because you love it. Play with passion, energy, play with guts, hold yourself accountable, but have fun
while doing it. Austin in action during his record setting season in
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Louis , Missouri after the release of Used Cars. Gale had not known the president of his own graduating class,
and wondered whether he would have been friends with his father if they went to high school together.
Zemeckis was concerned that children would accidentally lock themselves in refrigerators, and felt it was
more useful if the time machine were mobile. The DeLorean DMC was chosen because its design made the
gag about the family of farmers mistaking it for a flying saucer believable. Zemeckis and Gale initially had
shown the screenplay to Spielberg, who had "loved" it. Now a high-profile director, Zemeckis reapproached
Spielberg with the concept. The studio was set to begin shooting a comedic send-up of Double Indemnity
entitled Big Trouble. Price was a former Columbia executive who had been fond of the script for Back to the
Future during his tenure there. As a result, Universal agreed to trade the Double Indemnity license in exchange
for the rights to Back to the Future. Appalled, Zemeckis asked Spielberg for help. Spielberg dictated a memo
to Sheinberg convincing him they thought his title was a joke, thus embarrassing him into dropping the idea.
Spielberg used the omitted refrigerator and Nevada nuclear site elements in his film Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull. Fox as McFly in the finished film Michael J. With co-star Meredith Baxter on
maternity leave , he refused to allow Fox time off to work on a film. Back to the Future was originally
scheduled for a May release and it was late when it was learned that Fox would be unable to star in the film.
Thomas Howell and Eric Stoltz. Stoltz impressed the producers enough with his earlier portrayal of Roy L.
Dennis in Mask which had yet to be released that they selected him to play Marty McFly. Spielberg explained
Zemeckis felt Stoltz was not comedic enough and gave a "terrifically dramatic performance". Gale further
explained they felt Stoltz was simply acting out the role, whereas Fox himself had a personality like Marty
McFly. He felt Stoltz was uncomfortable riding a skateboard, whereas Fox was not. I even dreamed of
becoming a rock star. Lloyd originally turned down the role, but changed his mind after reading the script and
at the persistence of his wife. He improvised some of his scenes, [22] taking inspiration from Albert Einstein
and conductor Leopold Stokowski. The director joked he was "endlessly throwing a net over Crispin because
he was completely off about fifty percent of the time in his interpretation of the character". Wilson was cast as
Biff Tannen because the producers felt that the original choice, J. Had Fox been cast from the beginning,
Cohen probably would have won the part because he was sufficiently taller than Fox. Hardin was dismissed
before she had a chance to shoot a single scene and was replaced with Claudia Wells. He averaged five hours
of sleep each night. During Fridays, he shot from 10 pm to 6 or 7 am, and then moved on to film exterior
scenes throughout the weekend, as only then was he available during daytime hours. It was just this weird ride
and I got on. He recalled that because they shot night after night, he was always "half asleep" and the "fattest,
most out-of-shape and sick I ever was". Then we would just totally trash it down and make it all bleak and
ugly for the s scenes. Blacker House , while exteriors took place at Gamble House. To make sure the film met
this new date, two editors, Arthur Schmidt and Harry Keramidas, were assigned to the picture, while many
sound editors worked hour shifts on the film. Eight minutes were cut, including Marty watching his mom
cheat during an exam, George getting stuck in a telephone booth before rescuing Lorraine, as well as much of
Marty pretending to be Darth Vader. Zemeckis almost cut out the " Johnny B. Goode " sequence as he felt it
did not advance the story, but the preview audience loved it, so it was kept. Back to the Future: Silvestri began
recording the score two weeks before the first preview. He also suggested Huey Lewis and the News create the
theme song. Their first attempt was rejected by Universal, before they recorded " The Power of Love ". Fox
lip-synched "Johnny B. On November 24, , an authorized, limited-edition two-CD set of the entire score was
released by Intrada Records. Zemeckis was concerned the film would flop because Fox had to film a Family
Ties special in London and was unable to promote the film. Ebert commented "[Producer] Steven Spielberg is
emulating the great authentic past of Classical Hollywood cinema , who specialized in matching the right
director Robert Zemeckis with the right project.
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This is an admissions essay for XXX University. You should incorporate that I am majoring in pharmacy, am
Catholic, volunteered at XXX Hospital, and am taking college courses full time instead of finishing my senior
year in high school. I have already written a portion of the essay and I would like you to use the same ideas or
possibly just expand and revise my essay--whatever makes it sound better. Here is the part I already wrote:
Receiving a quality education is only half of the college experience. I want to help contribute to the university.
This is why I hope that my involvement with a religious school will not only help me become a better person,
but help others grow as well, by meeting people from all walks of life with one similar interest in mind. My
belief in God has certainly made me a very secure and well-adjusted person. It has also helped me relate to
others and value things other than money. I have always been active in the community. For three years I
volunteered at a day care center and loved every minute of it. Although I was too young to be employed there,
I still wanted to include myself in any way I could. I can assure you that I will proudly take advantage of any
opportunity I have to participate in any way at this university. My current goals are, of course, to remain
actively involved in the community. After months of serious thinking, I decided that between becoming either
a registered nurse or a pharmacist, that I would love to be a pharmacist. Since I love science and I love helping
people, this is a career that is ideal for me. Currently, I am enrolled at XXX Community College with a full
course load, instead of completing my senior year of high school because I am preparing to enter the pharmacy
program. Although, right now I am focusing a little more on myself by preparing for college, reading, playing
guitar, and spending time with my family, in the near future I plan to join a volunteer organization, or to rejoin
the volunteer program at the hospital. I know that attending a religious university will definitely strengthen my
character. I realize that along with a quality education, I will also take home new experiences. I hope I will
have many opportunities to share my experiences and beliefs with others and also to become a more
knowledgeable and accomplished person. I can only imagine what my fellow students and professors will
teach me at XXX University. My Current And Future Goals I believe that pursuing studies at the XXX
University would help me a lot in getting a licensure work in Pharmacy and pursuing higher goals in education
in the future. I believe in this school because it pursues and promotes world-class research, an interdisciplinary
synthesis of humanistic, professional, scientific and technical knowledge. I have heard of how the school seeks
to reach a level of excellence in its research and teaching programs that have earned for it a place among the
most prestigious academic institutions. I think that the undergraduate studies I got gives me a well-rounded
education that cultivates genuine intellectual discipline, which is a pre-requisite to acquiring higher specialized
knowledge. I want to contribute my talents and skills to the university. I think everyone coming from a
religious school possesses a good foundation in solid morals and principles. I learned that the University
adheres to the premise that professional excellence today demands ever-increasing specialization. The
specialized programs in this school will carve out a career path and profession as a specialist for me. I have
seen the different subjects and I realize that the program provides a solid grounding in the philosophy of
education, people development, the dynamics of teaching, research and management. It will also give me the
opportunity to apply and test my learning through various educative experiences. I am already quite excited in
studying at this University. I know now that along with a quality education, I will also take home new
experiences. Right now I am focusing a little more on preparing for college, and my other areas of interest like
reading, playing guitar, and spending time with my family. Indeed, I know that this University creates a
critical mass of excellently-formed development educators especially in the field of Pharmacy. They
eventually serve as catalysts for the institutionalization of a culture of excellence in various educational
settings. The atmosphere of freedom is evident because it promotes the integral development of all members
of the school community so that one senses that they work with good will, competence and team spirit. I have
begun preparing myself for this. I try to develop my own philosophy of education because I really would want
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to go into effectively teaching the principles and applications of Pharmacy.
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